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About This Content

Welcome to DREAM PACK 2, the newest add-on content pack ASSETTO CORSA.
This package adds to Assetto Corsa the circuit of Catalunya (Barcelona) and seven new awesome cars in nine total versions. The

circuit has been reproduced for the first time in a PC racing simulation using the Laserscan Technology, that guarantees the
maximum level of precision in reproducing each detail of the track. The selection of cars consists in a perfect mix of vehicles of

different classes, type and ages, ready to satisfy any taste of Assetto Corsa users!

- Features the Catalunya circuit in two all-new layouts: GP and MotoGP.
- Features AUDI R8 Ultra 2014

- Features BMW M4 Coupé
- Features BMW M4 Coupé Akrapovic Edition

- Features FORD GT40 MKI
- Features LAMBORGHINI COUNTACH 5000 Quattro Valvole

- Features LAMBORGHINI HURACAN GT3
- Features RUF RT12 R

- Features Scuderia Glickenhaus SCG003

The Circuit of Catalunya
The Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya is a motorsport race track in Montmeló, Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain. With long straights

and a variety of corners, the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya is seen as an all-rounder circuit.
Length: 4655 mt
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The cars

AUDI R8 Ultra 2014
BMW M4 Coupé

BMW M4 Coupé Akrapovic Edition
FORD GT40 MKI

LAMBORGHINI COUNTACH 5000 Quattro Valvole
LAMBORGHINI HURACAN GT3

RUF RT12 R RWD
RUF RT12 R AWD

Scuderia Glickenhaus SCG003
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Title: Assetto Corsa - Dream Pack 2
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Kunos Simulazioni
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Sp2 - 7 Sp1 - 8 - 8.1 - 10

Processor: AMD Athlon X2 2.8 GHZ, Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.1 (AMD Radeon HD 6450, Nvidia GeForce GT 460)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Italian
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Don't recommend without VR-headset.. Some cool looking things for Batman and Robin.

Costumes such as black lantern and old school TV shows

thumps up, great stuff. 5 out of 10. i tride to play on my new computer and i cant evin move. Solid product, and great deal at
today's prices. Plenty of detail and character, if lacking in traffic in QD (but to be expected at this age). Recommendend
wholeheartedly.. Well, I'm currently stuck but I think it is definitely something that I am doing! LOL To be fair, I'm still very
early in the game. There are A LOT of indie \/ action \/ platformers on Steam all calling out for your money but I would give
this one an EASY reccomendation. Controls are tight ( and they have to be in this genre ) game difficulty is fair, and the
graphics are purty. Would have paid more tbqh.

A-
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I've often found myself enjoying these kinds of games; Stanley Parable, Gone Home, Proteus, Kario and even 9.03m was
somewhat enjoyable. However this, after getting the various endings I have still no idea what the point of this game was. I got
nothing out of playing this game exception confusion at the ending, it was a mess and made no sense. It's just a case of here's a
*twist* and it then simply ends.

I'm glad it was only £3 but I'm annoyed that the fact this game ushered me into thinking it'd be something good, something to go
alongside all those wonderful games I previously mentioned. No, this is a complete waste of time which is laughable at how
lackluster and short it is.
. i don't remember it having terrible physics when i was 5. great little series, i wish they continued it, or netflix picked it up or
something. what the ♥♥♥♥ is wrong with this game. When creating an RPG, one of the most important things are the
characters. While RPG making tools often come with their own standard characters, it can really set a game apart if the game
uses custom designed characters. But, for those of us like me who lack the ability to create custom character portraits and
character sprites, Game Character Hub is a godsend.

Basically, when you start the tool you create a type of character. Then you pick pieces from the proper character type, select
them, and shift their order around, until the character looks right. The character (or face portrait) is shown in the lower left-hand
corner, so you can quickly see what your result looks like.

Once you have a character, you can export it to use in the game or save the particular character, so you can re-load and edit it
later. This is a huge help, in case the character doesn't look exactly right, or if you want to make a similar character later.

And, what if you want a slew of similar characters? Say you want a lot of minor NPCs that look just a bit different? Game
Character Hub has you covered there. With one special Export command, you can create dozens or hundreds of characters (or
faces) which vary in color (such as hair color, eye color, clothing color), all from a single template. This is a great way to fill in
the roster of minor NPCs, very quickly.

Overall, it's an invaluable tool for character creation and I highly recommend it.. Great game, cool little puzzles :). Learned that
herbivores have a taste for human flesh.

54\/10
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